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The charitable works of Umur Bey, an Ottoman 
gentleman of distinguished lineage who died in 1461, 
have attracted occasional attention since 1912, when 
Ahmed Tevhid first published the long Turkish inscrip-
tion found in the portico of Umur Bey’s mosque in 
Bursa.1 Architectural historians have reconstructed the 
original appearance of the modest mosque building 
and of the neighboring tomb and bathhouse, and an 
outline of their subsequent history has been traced.2

An unusual feature of the mosque was the presence 
of a second, smaller domed chamber to the east of 
the prayer hall, and it has been suggested that this 
was used as a public library.3 References to the books 
kept in this mosque are found in Umur Bey’s deeds of 
waqf, and several manuscripts that were once kept there 
can be identified from inscriptions found in them;4 at 
the same time, records of both types—waqf deeds and 
inscriptions in manuscripts—show that Umur Bey also 
donated books to other foundations. Some of the sur-
viving manuscripts retain their original leather covers, 
which constitute the largest group of early Ottoman 
bookbindings made for a single patron other than the 
sultan.5 The texts contained in these manuscripts are 
mainly Turkish translations of works in Arabic and Per-
sian, and some of these were commissioned by Umur 
Bey himself. The contents of most of the books made 
waqf by Umur Bey can also be identified, even in the 
case of those that do not survive, from two inventories 
that were prepared in connection with his donations. 
A tentative translation of one of these inventories is 
published below (see Appendix).

Umur Bey was one of the five sons of Kara Demirta× 
(Timurta×) Pa×a (d. 1404), and his father, grandfather, 
and great-grandfather had all played significant roles in 
the establishment of the Ottoman state over the course 
of the fourteenth century.6 Umur Bey, too, took part 
in public life, to judge by the very occasional refer-
ences found in Ottoman histories of the fifteenth cen-
tury. For the chronicler Ahmed A×ækî (A×ækpa×azade), 
Umur Bey had acted as an informant on events at the 

battle of Nicopolis in 1396, which may be taken as the 
beginning of his recorded activities.7 Umur Bey is not 
mentioned in connection with the battle of Ankara in 
1402, where his father was taken prisoner, but it is evi-
dent that he successfully negotiated his way through 
the ensuing civil wars. His career seems to have cul-
minated in the short period early in the reign of Sul-
tan Murad II (1421–51, with interruptions) when he 
and his surviving brothers Oruç and Ali were all mem-
bers of the imperial council at the same time. The evi-
dence for this comes from another notice in Ahmed 
A×ækî’s chronicle, written in the author’s characteristi-
cally laconic style:

Sultan Murad spoke, saying, “I have driven off my enemies. 
I have had five viziers. I shall remove some of them.” One 
he sent on a commission to the lord of Germiyan-eli; that 
was Umur Bey, the son of Kara Demirta× Pa×a. Another 
was given the post of beylerbeyi; he was his brother Oruç 
Bey. Another brother was given [the sanjak of] Saruhan-
eli; this was Ali Bey.8

It seems from this that the brothers were brought on to 
the council to assist in establishing the young sultan’s 
authority in the face of challenges first from his uncle 
Mustafa (d. 1422) and then from his younger brother, 
also called Mustafa. After the death of the second pre-
tender in January 1423, the three men’s services were no 
longer required—or, more likely, they were felt to be a 
potential threat by their two more powerful colleagues, 
Çandarlæ ~brahim Pa×a and Hacæ ~vaz Pa×a. 

A CONNECTION WITH GERMIYAN-ELI?

The term used for Umur Bey’s “commission” is elçilik.
This is usually understood to mean “embassy,” but the 
lord of Germiyan-eli, Yakub II (r. 1387–90; 1402–29), 
had been an Ottoman vassal since at least 1414,9 and 
Umur must have been acting as a representative of 
Yakub Bey’s suzerain rather than as the ambassador 
of a foreign power. It is not possible to tell how long 
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Umur Bey performed this role, but he may have stayed 
in Germiyan-eli until Yakub’s death in 1429, when the 
emirate became a sanjak of the province of Anatolia. 
Kara Demirta× Pa×a had also spent time in Germiyan-eli 
during the period when he held the post of beylerbeyi,10

and there may have been a perception that his family 
had a special relationship with the emirate. This would 
explain why Murad II sent Umur Bey there as elçi in
1423 and then appointed Umur Bey’s son Osman Çelebi 
as governor of the new sanjak of Germiyan-eli for some 
or all of the time between 1429 and the battle of Varna 
in 1444, where Osman was killed.11 The connection 
is further substantiated by Umur Bey’s ownership of 
property in the southern part of Germiyan-eli. The 
assets we know of were those he endowed on a mosque 
and madrasa in Karahisar, namely, a bathhouse and a 
caravanserai he had built in the city, the nearby village 
of Saræcapænar, and a rice mill (al-ra¥¸ ’l-aruzziyya) in 
the town of Homa.12

If there was a special relationship between Umur 
Bey’s family and Germiyan-eli, it may also explain how 
Umur Bey came to play a role in the development of 
Turkish literature through the sponsorship of transla-
tions from Arabic and Persian.13 During his lifetime, 
events led poets and other literary figures from various 
parts of Anatolia to seek new patrons at the Ottoman 
court. In the case of Germiyan-eli, which had flour-
ished as a center of courtly literature under Yakub II 
and his father, Süleyman×ah (r. before 1363 to 1387), 
this movement almost certainly took place after Sultan 
Bayezid I deposed and imprisoned Yakub and annexed 
his emirate in 1390. What is more, the poets from Ger-
miyan-eli, such as Ahmedî, Øeyho¯lu, Ahmed Dâî, and 
Øeyhî, remained in the service of the Ottomans even 
after their defeat at the battle of Ankara in 1402 and 
the subsequent restoration of Yakub II by Timur. As a 
result of this loyalty, they played a major role in the for-
mation of a distinctive Ottoman Turkish literature.

The principal Ottoman patron of these poets was 
Bayezid I’s son Emir Süleyman, both in his father’s life-
time and during the period when he ruled part of the 
empire from Edirne (1402–11), and it may be signifi-
cant that the names of Emir Süleyman and Umur Bey 
are mentioned together in a work by one of the poets 
already cited, Ahmed Dâî (d. after 1421). The book in 
question was Dâî’s translation of the Tafsºr of Abu ’l-Layth 
al-Samarqandi: in the introduction the poet dedicates 
his efforts to Emir Süleyman and records the encour-
agement he had received from Umur Bey. Umur Bey 
was the dedicatee of another work by Dâî, his Turkish 

version of the Kit¸b al-Shif¸}, al-Tifashi’s abridgment of 
Abu Nu{aym al-Isfahani’s work on Prophetic medicine, 
the Þibb al-Nabº.14 In view of this, it is possible to specu-
late that Umur or his father was responsible for intro-
ducing this man and perhaps other poets from Germi-
yan-eli to the Ottoman court. At the very least, Umur 
Bey’s connections with Germiyan-eli may explain how 
he acquired his own interest in literary patronage, and 
how he became acquainted with Dâî. 

WEALTH AND PIETY

The assets in Germiyan-eli that Umur Bey made waqf

formed only part of his wealth. He assigned other pos-
sessions to pious foundations in Bergama, Biga, Bursa,15

and Edirne.16 He built a madrasa, three mosques, four 
bathhouses, and two caravanserais; he had land, mills, 
and other property in at least four cities and in ten 
villages scattered across western Anatolia, as well as in 
Edirne; and on one occasion he donated twenty male 
slaves and their wives and children to his mosque in 
Bursa.17 He may have acquired some of these assets 
through his own efforts, but he certainly inherited a 
proportion of his landed property, and perhaps the 
majority of it, from his father, who is known to have 
profited handsomely from his military successes in 
the service of Murad I and Bayezid I. Yet Umur Bey’s 
overall expectations of what he was to inherit from 
his father were probably considerably diminished by 
Timur’s invasion of Anatolia in 1402, when Demirta× 
Pa×a was taken prisoner. According to the ðafar-n¸ma

of Sharaf al-Din Yazdi, Timur was able to seize the great 
treasure Demirta× had left in Kütahya, the capital of 
Germiyan-eli.18

By this time, too, Demirta× must already have made 
over a good proportion of his property as waqf to sup-
port the religious foundations he had created, the most 
prominent of these being his grand imâret in what is now 
the Demirta× quarter of Bursa.19 Although this would 
have reduced the amount of private property he had to 
bequeath to his relatives, it would, of course, have ben-
efited the member of his family who succeeded him as 
the trustee, or mutawallº, of his endowments, and who 
was able to draw a substantial income from the waqf

revenues as his fee.
On Demirta×’s death in 1404, his remaining prop-

erty was divided among his heirs according to the pre-
scriptions of the shari{a. The settlement of Tekirpænaræ 
in the district of Geyve, to the northwest of Bursa, pro-
vides one example. Umur Bey inherited a share of this 
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village from his father, who had been given it by Sul-
tan Bayezid I, and he acquired a further portion from 
his mother by gift or purchase, so that he was able to 
donate three-eighths of the village to his mosque in 
Bursa.20 Umur Bey’s two surviving brothers, Oruç Bey 
and Ali Bey, also inherited shares, which they both 
made waqf: Oruç gave his to the zâviye he had built in 
the village, while Ali Bey turned his share over to the 
imâret of his father in Bursa.21

The only private property that Umur Bey is recorded 
to have retained were two houses. One was in the vil-
lage of Tekirpænaræ. The other—presumably his main 
residence—lay within the walled city of Bursa (fº d¸khil 

qal{at Bur¢s¸), that is, on the fortified spur of Uluda¯ 
then called Yukaræ Hisar.22 The gradual conversion of 
private property into waqf practiced by Umur Bey and 
his relatives (and every other elite family in the Islamic 
world) reduced their income in the short term but 
provided a reasonable degree of protection against 
expropriation.23 This was particularly important at 
a time when the power of the old aristocracy—the 
class to which Umur Bey belonged—was on the wane. 
Although, as we have already seen, members of Kara 
Demirta× Pa×a’s family such as Umur Bey’s son Osman 
Çelebi held important posts later in Murad II’s reign, 
none ever again reached the rank of vizier. During this 
period the bey kullaræ (slaves brought up in the imperial 
household) were already competing for important posts 
with aristocrats such as Umur Bey’s sons and nephews, 
and upon the conquest of Istanbul by Mehmed II in 
1453, the balance of power tipped decisively in favor of 
the bey kullaræ. In the long run, as the empire expanded 
rapidly in the early sixteenth century, the members of 
the old aristocracy were left with not much more than 
local significance in Anatolia and the Balkans.

 Although the conversion of private property into 
waqf may have been wise in a worldly sense, this was 
clearly not Umur Bey’s only motivation. On occasion 
he is referred to as “al-Hajj Umur Bak,” indicating that 
he had performed the pilgrimage to Mecca, and the 
introduction to his waqf deeds in Arabic drawn up in 
the winter of 1454–55 presents him (in fairly conven-
tional terms, it is true) as a man of considerable wealth 
and active piety who was attempting to secure a place 
in paradise by devoting his riches to charitable ends. 
It begins:

Praise be to God, Who, out of compassion, delivered 
us from the Fire when we were on its brink; and Who, 
out of pity, cured our hearts of the affliction of error 

and restored them to health; and Who, out of kindness, 
allowed us to acquire the means to enact pious deeds; 
and Who, out of pure generosity, granted us success in 
giving rise to good works, for which the reward promised 
on the Day of Judgment is “houris secluded in pavilions” 
and the serving of wine sealed with musk! [Praise Him] 
with praise that protects the young maidens [that are 
His] blessings from frights [that would make them flee] 
and ensures the permanence of the gardens where the 
flowers never fade!24

His altruism is clearer, though, in his patronage of 
literature and of book production.

The dedication of a work of literature to a partic-
ular patron is not in itself firm evidence that the per-
son named had any real interest in its composition. 
Yet no doubts need to be entertained in the case of 
works dedicated to Umur Bey by the poet Ahmed Dâî 
and by less well-known figures such as the prose writer 
Musa al-Izniqi.25 These texts are all translations into 
Turkish of compositions in Arabic, and Umur Bey’s 
personal interest in such work is corroborated by the 
existence of the long inscription in Turkish that he 
placed in the portico of his mosque in Bursa, and by 
the quantity and nature of the books he made waqf,
which included many works translated into Turkish. This 
evidence shows clearly that Umur Bey’s commissions of 
translations and donations of books were designed to 
make Islamic culture in its broadest sense accessible to 
a wider audience in Anatolia and the Balkans. 

INVENTORY A

Unlike his brother Ali Bey, Umur Bey does not seem 
to have donated real estate to his father’s imâret, but 
he did give it books. A document of 1453 copied into 
a manuscript that belonged to Umur Bey records his 
donation of sixty books to this foundation. He stipu-
lated that they should be kept in the prayer hall of his 
father’s imâret for the use of “the students, memoriz-
ers of the Qur}an, and other persons who reside in 
this prayer hall and imâret.” Others could have access 
to them only if trustworthy persons stood surety for 
them, except, of course, the donor himself, who was 
to “have use of these books, whether on his travels 
or at home, so long as he lives.”26 The figure of sixty 
books mentioned in the document is substantiated by 
an inventory of the volumes in question (Inventory 
A):
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[A.1] Four volumes of the Tafsºr of Abu ’l-Layth, trans-
 lated into Turkish.
[A.2] One volume of the Qiªaª al-anbiy¸}, in Turkish.
[A.3] One volume of the Tadhkirat al-awliy¸}, in Turk-
 ish.
[A.4]  One volume of the Þibb al-Nabº, in Turkish.
[A.5]  Six volumes of the Sºrat al-Nabº, in Turkish.
[A.6]  One volume of the Dºv¸n of A×æk Pa×a.
[A.7]  One volume on accounting (muhâsebe), in Turk-
  ish.27

[A.8]  One volume of the Dhikr al-mawt, in Turkish.
[A.9]  One volume on jurisprudence (fækh), in Turkish.
[A.10] One volume of the Marzb¸n-n¸ma, in Turkish.
[A.11] One volume of the Iksºr al-sa{¸da, in Turkish.
[A.12] One volume of the Mirª¸d al-{ib¸d, in Turkish.
[A.13] One volume of the Sir¸j al-qul¢b, in Turkish.
[A.14] One volume of the Bid¸yat al-hid¸ya, in Turkish.
[A.15] One volume of the Fut¢¥-i Sh¸m, in Turkish.
[A.16] One volume on the interpretation of dreams
 (ta{bîr), in Turkish.
[A.17] One volume of the Story of Abu Muslim, in Turk-
 ish.
[A.18] Thirty volumes of the Õa¥º¥ of al-Bukhari, in Ara-
 bic.
[A.19] Two volumes of the Man¸qib-i Ab¢ Ýanºfa, in Ara-
 bic.
[A.20] Three volumes of the K¸mil al-ªin¸{a, in Arabic.

Three works, in thirty-five volumes, were in Arabic 
(A.18–20); sixteen works, in twenty-four volumes, 
were in Turkish (A.1–5, A.7–17); while the remaining 
volume (A.6) contains the Dºv¸n of A×æk Pa×a, which 
was written in Turkish.28 The fact that the language of 
this text is not specified suggests that the compiler of 
Inventory A thought of all the texts explicitly identified 
as “in Turkish” as translations, although this is made 
clear only in the first entry. The work in question, the 
Tafsºr of Abu ’l-Layth al-Samarqandi, was, as we have 
seen, translated by Ahmed Dâî, who dedicated his effort 
to Emir Süleyman. It was later translated again by Ibn 
{Arabshah (d. 1450), whose version was used by Musa 
al-Izniqi to create a third translation, called the Anfas

al-jaw¸hir, which was commissioned by Umur Bey.29 
Entry A.1 must, though, refer to a copy of this third 
translation, the Anfas al-jaw¸hir, since the waqf docu-
ment that contains Inventory A is found in volume 
two of a copy of this work (Bursa ms. Ulucami 436; 
see below).

Dâî was nevertheless responsible for three other trans-
lations that can be identified with varying degrees of 
certainty with items in Inventory A. One is a Turkish 
rendering of the the Ta{bºr-n¸ma of Abu Bakr al-Wasiti, 

which he dedicated to Yakub II of Germiyan-eli before 
1390, and which may well be the work referred to in 
item A.16. The second is the translation of al-Tifashi’s 
abridgment of Abu Nu{aym al-Isfahani’s Þibb al-Nabº, 
which has already been referred to, and which, given 
that it was commissioned by Umur Bey, must be the 
work referred to in item A.4. The third is a Turkish 
version of the Tadhkirat al-awliy¸} of Farid al-Din {Attar, 
which he dedicated to Murad II, and which is probably 
to be identified with item A.3. Other works in transla-
tion in the list originated outside Germiyan and Otto-
man court circles. The Sºrat al-Nabº (A.5), for exam-
ple, may well have been the work usually known as 
the Siyar-i Nabº (compare Appendix, B.15), which Mus-
tafa al-Darir of Erzurum translated from the Arabic of 
Abu ’l-Hasan al-Bakri. Mustafa presented the finished 
result to the Mamluk sultan Barquq in 1388. Equally, 
the Fut¢¥-i Sh¸m (A.15) may be the same author’s trans-
lation of the Fut¢¥ al-Sh¸m of Abu {Abdallah al-Madani, 
which he presented to Julban, the Mamluk governor 
of Aleppo, in 1395.30

INVENTORY B

It seems, however, that the majority of Umur Bey’s 
books were donated to the libraries in his mosque in 
Bursa and in other foundations he had created. The 
earliest version of his surviving waqf deeds, which is 
dated to 1440, mentions books in Arabic provided for 
the use of the master and students of his madrasa in 
Bergama, and thirty-three volumes in Turkish given 
to his mosque in Bursa.31 This document survives as 
an entry in a register rather than as an independent 
copy in scroll or codex form, and it does not include 
an inventory. The first list of Umur Bey’s books other 
than the sixty in Inventory A is therefore that found on 
the reverse of his waqf deeds of 1454–55, which are in 
scroll form.32 The inventory is referred to in the main 
body of the text in the following terms: 

The donor already mentioned—May God accept his good 
deeds!—has made waqf all the books the details of which 
are written on the back of this lawful waqfiyya for all who 
may benefit [from them].33

The “details” referred to consist of 126 headings that 
subsume a total of 306 volumes (Inventory B; see 
Appendix, below).

The main text of the waqfiyya and the title of the 
inventory are noncommittal about the location of the 
books, and it seems that the list encompasses all of 
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the books Umur Bey made waqf without distinguishing 
between his various foundations. There is prima facie 
evidence, for instance, that Inventory A, which dates 
from 1453, was used in the compilation of Inventory B 
a year later. The twenty works listed in A are found in 
B in almost the same order; and, as the order of A is 
random, with the exception of the division into works 
in Turkish (A.1–17) and works in Arabic (A.18–20), 
there is no reason for this order to have recurred in 
B unless the compiler was cribbing from A. During its 
inclusion in B, however, Inventory A was divided into 
three blocks of entries, one containing the texts in Ara-
bic (A.18–20) and two containing the texts in Turkish 
(A.1–6, A.7–17), and these were copied separately as 
items B.1–3, B.11–15 and B.19–30. In the process, the 
information on the number of volumes was retained, 
but the information on the language in which the books 
were written was discarded, with one exception.

This exception (B.11) is significant, since the lan-
guage of the four volumes of the Tafsºr of Abu ’l-Layth 
has changed from Turkish to Arabic! In item B.34 we 
find one more volume of this work in Arabic and no 
fewer than twenty volumes in Turkish. We may spec-
ulate that Umur Bey owned one five-volume copy of 
the Tafsºr in Arabic and one copy of Ibn {Arabshah’s 
translation, which was probably in several volumes; that 
he loaned these two books to Musa al-Izniqi when he 
commissioned him to translate the Tafsºr into Turkish; 
and that he received from Musa—or from Musa and 
other copyists—several multivolume copies of the new 
Turkish version of it, known as the Anfas al-jaw¸hir; and 
that one of these copies, which was in four volumes, 
was donated to the imâret of his father, while another 
was given to his own mosque.

We know from the waqf notice in a surviving volume 
(Bursa ms. Ulucami 435: see below) that in 1449 Umur 
Bey also gave his mosque a copy of another tafsºr trans-
lated by Musa, the Lub¸b al-ta}wºl of al-Hazin al-Bagh-
dadi. This translation has often been confused with the 
Anfas al-jaw¸hir, and since no copy of it can be iden-
tified in Inventory B, even though we know one was 
in the Umur Bey mosque library before 1454, we may 
speculate that the compiler of Inventory B (or a pre-
decessor) also confused the two tafsºrs and included a 
multivolume copy of the translation of the Lub¸b under 
item B.34. This would go some way to explaining why 
Umur Bey had so many copies of this work.

In short, the compiler of Inventory B was probably 
trying to reconcile this tafsºr material with entries in two 
earlier inventories, and in the process, he reallocated 

four volumes of the Arabic text to item B.11, which 
he had copied from Inventory A, while the remaining 
volume in Arabic and all the Turkish volumes were 
brought together under item B.34, which he had pre-
sumably copied from another inventory. 

 In other respects, Inventory B seems reliable, since 
books occur in numbers and under headings that make 
sense. For example, other works that Umur Bey had had 
translated are also present in multiple copies. One is 
Dâî’s rendering of the abridgment of al-Isfahani’s Þibb

al-Nabº. Items A.4 and B.14 both probably refer to a sin-
gle copy of the translation, which was donated to the 
imâret of Demirta× Pa×a, while item B.84 may be the copy 
donated to Umur Bey’s own mosque, and item B.46, 
described as the “Þibb al-Nabº in Arabic,” may contain 
the original text that Umur Bey gave to Dâî to trans-
late. Similarly, the Faªl al-khi«¸b of Khwajah Muhammad 
Parsa, which Musa al-Izniqi is known to have translated 
for Umur Bey,34 is referred to twice in Inventory B as 
the “Ris¸la of Khwaja Muhammad Parsa.” On the first 
occasion (B.35) the construction is of Persian origin 
(ris¸la-i Khw¸ja Mu¥ammad-i P¸rs¸), and on the sec-
ond (B.45) it is distinctively Turkish (Hoca Muhamme d-

i Pârsâ risâlesi). We can infer from this that item B.35 
is the copy of the text in Persian that Umur Bey gave 
to Musa to translate, and that item B.45 is the transla-
tion itself.35

Inventory B clearly encompasses a large propor-
tion of the works translated into Anatolian Turkish 
by the 1450s; it includes original compositions in this 
language—one being the Munabbih al-r¸qidºn of Musa 
al-Izniqi (B.48)—and, as we have seen, works in both 
Arabic and Persian. The last two categories probably 
included a number of entries where the language of 
the text was not specified because the language in ques-
tion was self-evident to the compiler of the list: he knew 
that there was no Turkish translation available. Exam-
ples may be the Dºv¸ns of the fourteenth-century Shi-
razi poet {Ubayd Zakani and of his more famous con-
temporary, Khwaja Muhammad Hafiz, the “Shirazi” par

excellence (B.103, B.104).
The identification of the items in the list is far 

from complete and, indeed, may never be complete, 
given the presence of entries such as “book brought 
by Okçalæ” (B.105). Even where the title is given, iden-
tification is sometimes a problem. The poet Ahmedî’s 
most famous work is his Iskandar-n¸ma, a version of the 
Alexander legend that he produced in several different 
versions between 1390 and 1410. Yet it is not possible 
to tell whether this poem is represented by all, some, 
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or none of the four copies of the Iskandar-n¸ma listed 
under items B.18, B.47, and B.74. The last of these 
may be the best candidate, however, as it is described 
as being “in verse,” which suggests that the other three 
were in prose. With the identification of other items, 
though, there can be no doubt: item B.67, described 
as “Ahmedî’s poem on medicine,” must be this poet’s 
Tarwº¥ al-arw¸¥, a verse work on medicine that Ahmedî 
began to write for Emir Süleyman but which, because 
of his patron’s defeat and death in 1411, he presented 
instead to his brother, Sultan Mehmed I.36

One means for refining our understanding of the 
inventory is the waqf inscriptions that appear in books 
that once belonged to Umur Bey. These books have 
been dispersed over time, and a number of them were 
moved to the Great Mosque and other religious estab-
lishments in Bursa before their transfer to the state 
library in the former madrasa of ~nebey. Murat Yüksel 
has published the inscriptions from six of these:37

1. The second volume of the Anfas al-jaw¸hir, which, 
as we have seen, contains Inventory A, and which was 
given to the imâret of Demirta× Pa×a (ms. Ulucami 436). 
It was almost certainly inventoried under item B.34.

2. The second volume of Musa al-Izniqi’s translation 
of the Lub¸b al-ta}wºl of al-Hazin al-Baghdadi, which 
was made waqf for the mosque of Umur Bey in Bursa 
in 1449 (ms. Ulucami 435). As we have seen, this may 
also have been inventoried under item B.34.

Unfortunately, the intended destination of the other 
four manuscripts was not recorded, although the books 
in question can be provisionally identified with items 
in Inventory B:

3. The first volume of a work called al-Ma{nawº al-

mur¸dº al-muntakhab min al-Mathnawº al-rash¸dº, pre-
sumably a partial translation of the Masnavº-i ma{navº 

of Jalal al-Din al-Rumi. It had been translated by Mu{in 
b. Mustafa in 1435 for Sultan Murad II, and this copy 
(ms. Ulucami 1664) had been made waqf in 1449. It 
may well have been the first volume of the two-volume 
masnavº listed as item B.58. 

4. A translation of another great work of Persian mystic 
poetry, the Lama{¸t of al-{Iraqi, made by Badr al-Din 
in 1430, with a waqf inscription dated to 1456 (ms. 
Ulucami 1715/1). Although this date falls a little after 
the composition of Inventory B, the manuscript would 
surely have been in Umur Bey’s possession by this time, 

and it may therefore be identified with the one-volume 
copy of this work listed as item B.123. 

5. The fifth volume of a Turkish translation of the Fat¸w¸ 

of al-Bazzazi copied by Ahmad b. Musa al-Siwasi, with an 
undated inscription (ms. Ulucami 1448). Three copies 
of this highly regarded collection of Hanafi fatwas are 
included in the list. B.6 is in two volumes, and B.73 is 
in one volume, so this manuscript appears to relate to 
item B.44, which is in nine volumes.

6. A translation of the K¸mil al-ªin¸{a, al-Majusi’s hand-
book on Galenic medicine, made by al-Mawla al-Rumi 
al-Mutatabbib, donated in 1453 (ms. Hüseyin Çelebi 
819). This is not item B.3, which we know from item 
A.20 was in Arabic, but it could be either item B.79 
or item B.85, both of which are single-volume copies 
of the Turkish translation.

Yüksel’s publication was not exhaustive, however, since 
similar inscriptions have been found on other manu-
scripts in the ~nebey Library. In this way, four volumes 
from the two copies of the Tafsºr al-kabºr of Fakhr al-
Din al-Razi listed in item B.8 have been identified.38 
It may also be possible to trace books dispersed from 
Umur Bey’s foundations in other collections, on the 
basis of either inscriptions or codicological features.39 
Further circumstantial information may also come to 
light, such as a stipulation regarding Qur}an recitation 
in the waqf deed of 1454–55:    

Ten dirhams each day to the ten men who, knowing the 
Qur}an by heart and being able to recite it in the correct 
manner, gather every day in the mosque mentioned above 
and read aloud ten of the thirty fascicules into which the 
Noble Book and Mighty Qur}an is divided, [at a rate of] 
one dirham each per day.40

It is possible that the daily recitations were the reason 
why Qur}an manuscripts of different types were included 
in the inventory (B.37, B.38, B.64, B.65), but as yet we 
have no way of knowing which of these books, if any, 
were used for the reading of the ten ajz¸}.

This relative lack of contextual detail does not dimin-
ish the value of Inventory B, which provides rare infor-
mation on the reading material available to literate res-
idents of Bursa, and perhaps other locations in western 
Anatolia, in the middle of the fifteenth century. At the 
same time, it tells us a good deal about Umur Bey: it 
shows what he considered to be acceptable reading mat-
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ter for the congregation of his mosque and other con-
stituencies, it substantiates his literary patronage, and 
it shows which books he owned—and gave away. This 
paper is only a preliminary step in extracting the infor-
mation this inventory can provide.

Victoria and Albert Museum

London

APPENDIX: INVENTORY B

Here are the details of the books given in trust men-
tioned in this lawful deed of waqf:

[1] Õa¥º¥ of al-Bukhari: thirty volumes
[2] Man¸qib-i Ab¢ Ýanºfa: two volumes
[3] K¸mil al-ªin¸{a: three volumes
[4] J¸mi{ of Ibn Baytar: one volume
[5] Ýadºth of Quda{i: one volume
[6] Fat¸w¸ of Hafiz al-Din Bazzazi: two volumes
[7] Q¸n¢n-i «ibb: one volume
[8] Tafsºr-i kabºr, repeated (mükerrer): 
 twenty-eight volumes
[9] Najm Daya: one volume
[10] volume from [a work on] medicine 
 (kitâb min tæb): one volume
[11] Tafsºr of Abu ’l-Layth in Arabic: four volumes
[12] Qiªaª al-anbiy¸}: one volume
[13] Tadhkirat al-awliy¸}: one volume
[14] Þibb-i Nabº: one volume
[15] Siyar-i Nabº: six volumes
[16] Ýiªn al-¥aªºn: four volumes
[17] Shir{at al-Isl¸m: one volume
[18] Iskandar-n¸ma: one volume
[19] Dºv¸n of A×æk: one volume
[20] Mu¥¸saba: one volume
[21] Dhikr al-mawt: one volume
[22] Marzb¸n-n¸ma: one volume
[23] Book on jurisprudence (kitâb-æ fækh): 
 one vol ume
[24] Iksºr al-sa{¸da: one volume
[25] Mirª¸d al-{ib¸d: one volume
[26] Sir¸j al-qul¢b: one volume
[27] Bid¸yat al-hid¸ya: one volume
[28] Ta{bºr: one volume
[29] History of Abu Muslim: one volume
[30] Fut¢¥ al-Sh¸m: one volume
[31] Fut¢¥ al-Sh¸m in Persian: one volume
[32] Taw¸rºkh of Tabari: four volumes

[33] Tafsºr of Najm Daya: five volumes
[34] Tafsºr of Abu ’l-Layth: one volume in Arabic 

and twenty more in Turkish
[35] treatise of Khwaja Muhammad Parsa (risâle-i

Hoca Muhammed-i Pârsâ): one volume
[36] Va{¬-n¸ma: one volume
[37] Qur}an with glosses in Persian (  fârsî ma’nalæ 

mushaf): one volume
[38] Qur}an with glosses in Turkish (türkî ma’nalæ 

mushaf): one volume
[39] commentary (shar¥) on the Bi¥¸r: two volumes
[40] Miªb¸¥: one volume
[41] Mash¸riq: one volume
[42] Zayn al-{arab: two volumes
[43] Qiªaª al-anbiy¸}: one volume
[44] Fat¸w¸ of Bazzazi: nine volumes
[45] treatise of Khwaja Muhammad Parsa (Hoca

Muhammed-i Pârsâ risâlesi): one volume
[46] Þibb al-Nabº in Arabic: one volume
[47] Iskandar-n¸ma, repeated: twenty-eight volumes
[48] Munabbih al-r¸qidºn: two volumes
[49] J¸mi{ al-ghar¸}ib: three volumes
[50] Ibn Baytar in Turkish: two volumes
[51] Iª«il¸¥¸t al-mash¸yikh: one volume
[52] Wiq¸ya: one volume
[53] [book] in verse (manzûme): one volume
[54] Qaws-n¸ma [Q¸b¢s-n¸ma?]: one volume
[55] medical miscellany in Arabic (tæbdan arabî 

mecmua): one volume
[56] Lubb-i Maª¸bº¥: one volume
[57] Arba{ºn mi¥akkan: three volumes
[58] Masnavº: two volumes
[59] Quduri: one volume
[60] Hid¸ya: one volume
[61] Qutb al-Din Maqdisi [Muqaddasi?]: 
 three volumes
[62] another (def’a) Maª¸bº¥: one volume
[63] Mash¸riq: one volume
[64] set of [Qur}an] fascicules (hatme-i eczâ): nine
[65] Qur}an (mushaf): one volume
[66] Y¸q¢t-i darj: one
[67] Ahmedî’s poem on medicine (Ahmedî nazmî 

tæbbæ): one volume
[68] Bay«¸r-n¸ma: one volume
[69] Farhang-n¸ma: three volumes
[70] Ýam¸}il: two volumes
[71] Qaw¸ri{: two volumes
[72] another Dhikr al-mawt: four volumes
[73] Fat¸w¸ of Bazzazi, another copy (def’a): 
 one volume
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[74] Iskandar-n¸ma in verse (nazm-æ ~skender-nâme): 
one volume

[75] Faraj ba{d al-shidda: two volumes
[76] Khurshºz: one volume
[77] book on Islamic philosophy (hikmet kitabæ): 
 one vol ume
[78] commentary on the Far¸}i¤: one volume
[79] K¸mil al-ªin¸{a: one volume in Turkish
[80] In{¸m sº p¸rsº [?]: one volume
[81] another book on jurisprudence (def’a fækh 

kitabæ): one volume
[82] Tafsºr of Tab¸raka [juz} 29]: one volume
[83] Asb¸b-i {al¸m¸t of Samarqandi: three volumes
[84] Þibb-i Nabº: two volumes
[85] another K¸mil al-ªin¸{a in Turkish: one volume
[86] Rawn¸q al-maj¸lis: one volume
[87] commentary on the Vaª¸y¸-yi Im¸m-i A{¬am: 
 one volume
[88] Yaq¢lu ’l-{abd: four volumes
[89] Man¸qib-i Jal¸l al-Dºn: one volume
[90] another Marzb¸n-n¸ma: one volume
[91] Sindb¸z-n¸ma: two volumes
[92] History of Seydi Battal: one volume
[93] Mu¥¸saba: two volumes
[94] another Shir{at al-Isl¸m: one volume
[95] Mulhama: one volume
[96] Tarassul: two volumes
[97] another Iksºr al-sa{¸da: one volume
[98] Maª¸bº¥-i mutafarriqa: one volume
[99] Fa¤¸}il-i Quds: one volume
[100] Taw¸rºkh: one volume
[101] Taªrºf: one volume
[102] Man¸sik: one volume
[103] {Ubayd-i Zakan: one volume
[104] Dºv¸n of Shirazi: one volume
[105] book brought by Okçalæ (Okçalæ getirdi¯i kitab): 

one volume
[106] Qaªºdat al-Burda: two volumes
[107] another Dhikr al-mawt: two volumes
[108] Ýiªn al-¥aªºn, another copy: one volume
[109] Medicine of Cerrah Ece (Cerrah Ece Tæbbæ): 
 one volume
[110] book composed for the refutation of heretics 

(ehl-i bid’a ta’næ için düzülen kitab): one volume
[111] Dºv¸n of Kemal: one volume
[112] Farhang-n¸ma: one volume
[113] History of the World: one volume
[114] J¸m¸sp-n¸ma: two volumes
[115] Tafsºr of Qul Huwa ’ll¸h A¥ad [sura 112]: 
 two volumes

[116] Wiq¸ya in Turkish: one volume
[117] another Marzb¸n-n¸ma: one volume 
[118] book on geomancy (remel kitabæ): one volume
[119] Dºv¸n of Hüseyin: one volume
[120] Dºv¸n of Øeyhî: one volume
[121] miscellanies (mecmualar): nine
[122] book on divination (fal kitabæ): one volume
[123] Lama{¸t of al-{Iraqi: one volume
[124] Adw¸r: one volume
[125] book on lexicography (lugat kitabæ): 
 one vol ume
[126] Asr¸r al-{¸rifºn: one volume

NOTES

Author’s note: The transliteration in this article has followed the fol-
lowing principles: If a word is Turkish or was specific to Ottoman 
Turkish usage (e.g., imâret), it is given in its Turkish form. If not 
(e.g., waqf), the transliteration is in the Arabic form. In the case of 
book titles, I have followed the grammatical structure: if it is Turk-
ish, I have translated the title; but if it is Arabic or Persian, I have 
transliterated it as Arabic or Persian. 
 As well as thanking Michael Rogers for his help over recent years, I 
would like to record my gratitude to Julian Raby and Zeren Tanændæ 
for introducing me to Umur Bey, and to the staff of the Atatürk 
Kitaplæ¯æ in Istanbul for their welcome. They provided me with a 
photocopy of an anonymous transliteration of the waqfiyya in their 
care, and, although it proved to be defective, it served as a valuable 
crib in reading the manuscript itself.
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